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south asia wikipedia Mar 31 2024 south asia is the southern subregion of asia which
is defined in both geographical and ethnic cultural terms as commonly conceptualized
the modern states of south asia include afghanistan bangladesh bhutan india maldives
nepal pakistan and sri lanka
south asia geography countries map history britannica Feb 28 2024 4 days ago   south
asia subregion of asia consisting of the indo gangetic plain and peninsular india it
includes the countries of bangladesh bhutan india pakistan nepal and sri lanka
afghanistan and the maldives are often considered part of
the countries of south asia worldatlas Jan 29 2024 feb 23 2021   map of the
countries of south asia there is no obvious separation such as an ocean strait etc
to denote where the area of south asia begins to the north but the mountain ranges
of the himalayas karakorum and pamir are generally used as geographic boundaries to
the south the indian ocean provides a border
asia south asia subcontinent culture britannica Dec 28 2023 asia south asia
subcontinent culture south asia in the limited sense of the term consists of the
indo gangetic plain peninsular india and sri lanka the indo gangetic plain is formed
from the combined alluvial plains of the indus ganges ganga and brahmaputra rivers
which lie in a deep marginal depression running north of and
geographic regions of south asia article khan academy Nov 26 2023 understanding the
geography of south asia has never been a straight forward task geo political borders
can be sources of tension even violence in south asia today and often obscure shared
artistic practices that cross or disrupt boundaries of
south asia world factbook glyph Oct 26 2023 the world factbook south asia
afghanistan bangladesh bhutan british indian ocean territory india maldives
south asia travel guide at wikivoyage Sep 24 2023 south asia also known as the
indian subcontinent or the subcontinent is a triangular landmass bordered by the
himalayas in the north the indian ocean in the south and the ganges and indus river
valleys in east and west
culture of south asia wikipedia Aug 24 2023 the culture of south asia also known as
desi culture is a mixture of several cultures in and around the indian subcontinent
ancient south asian culture was primarily based in hinduism which itself formed as a
mixture of vedic religion and indigenous traditions and later buddhist influences
what is south asia article south asia khan academy Jul 23 2023 map of south asia
courtesy of the asian art museum what are often thought of as indian art and culture
spread not only throughout the modern nation of india but also through pakistan and
bangladesh
south asia wikiwand Jun 21 2023 south asia is the southern subregion of asia which
is defined in both geographical and ethnic cultural terms as commonly conceptualized
the modern states of south asia include afghanistan bangladesh bhutan india maldives
nepal pakistan and sri lanka
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